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WELCOME

Dear readers,

We live in the age of digitalization. Data are the fuel and 

artificialintelligence(AI)istheenginewhenitcomestousing

theresourceofdataforthebenefitoftheeconomyand

society.Allstudiesagreethatartificialintelligencewillincrease

globaleconomicgrowthtoasignificantextent.Furthermore,it

has the potential to help us tackle the major societal challenges 

like climate change, mobility, and health. While we need to 

unlock this potential, it is important to put people at the center 

of the developments. We need social dialog about the relation-

ship of humans and machines along with a reliable ethical/legal 

foundation for this major future issue.

Today, North Rhine-Westphalia is already among the leaders in 

thedevelopmentandapplicationofartificialintelligence.Inour

state,wehavefirst-classcollegesandnon-universityresearch

institutes where cutting-edge AI research is carried out with 

international visibility. In the economy, several large companies 

from North Rhine-Westphalia have built up extensive expertise 

inthefieldofartificialintelligenceandhavefollowedthe

path of digital transformation. Also, the framework in North 

Rhine-Westphalia is highly suited for start-ups and many new 

businessmodelsbasedonartificialintelligencehaveestablished

themselves here. Using the KI.NRW competence platform that 

wehaveinitiated,wearenetworkingplayersintheartificialin-

telligencefieldandboostingtechnologytransferfromresearch

topracticeaswellasprofessionalqualification.Nevertheless,

artificialintelligencewillonlyincreaseourprosperityand

quality of life if values like self-determination, freedom from 

discrimination, data protection, safety, and security are taken 

into account.

 

Throughthecertificationsystemforartificialintelligencethat

we have initiated, we want to further establish the quality mark 

“AI made in Germany” from here in North Rhine-Westphalia 

by identifying reliable, safe technology, and protecting it in 

asustainableway.Thecertificationsystemwillsupportfree

 competition among different suppliers and will make a contri-

butiontotheacceptanceofartificialintelligenceinsociety.

Thedevelopmentofthecertificationsystemwasmasterminded

byexpertsfromthefieldsofmachinelearning,law,philosophy,

ethics, and IT security. The basic principles for technically 

reliableandethicallyresponsibleartificialintelligencewillbe

developed in an openly organized process that involves a wide 

range of stakeholders from business, research, and society. We 

are very pleased to launch and sponsor this initiative, which 

has an appeal reaching beyond Germany, from here in North 

Rhine-Westphalia.

This publication forms the basis for development of the AI 

certificationsystem.Itexplainstheauditareastobedealtwith

inachievingtrustworthyuseofartificialintelligence.Atthe

same time, I would also like to encourage you to take part in 

the social discourse on this future technology that we in North 

Rhine-Westphalia want to shape together with you through 

dialog.

Sincerely,

 

 

Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart  

Minister of Economic Affairs,  

Innovation, Digitalization and  

Energy of the State of North  

Rhine-Westphalia

T R U S T W O R T H Y  U S E  O F  A R T I F I C I A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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F O R E W O R D

FOREWORD

Dear readers,

Artificialintelligence(AI)isfundamentallychangingsociety,

the economy, and everyday life. It is also creating great 

opportunities for the way we live and work together. For 

example, it helps doctors evaluate X-rays better and often more 

accurately. It answers questions on insurance policies and other 

products by means of chatbots. Also, in the foreseeable future, 

it will enable cars to become more and more autonomous. 

At the same time, it is becoming increasingly clear that these 

applications need to be designed carefully so that we can make 

use of the opportunities AI brings while still respecting our 

social values and views.

Artificialintelligencehasthepotentialtoextendhumancapa-

bilities and help us make new discoveries. Making decisions 

based on its results, which are automated or semi-automated 

through machine learning, also sets fundamentally new chal-

lenges for us. In addition to questions of technical suitability, 

general philosophical/ethical considerations come to the fore 

as well as legal issues. The possibility that intelligent machines 

will react “autonomously” casts new light on the individual 

liability and responsibility of people and thus on the basis and 

criteria of “attribution”. To ensure that humans are always 

at the center of this development, we therefore need close 

communicationaboutartificialintelligencebetweentheareas

of IT, philosophy, and law.

Inviewofthefastadvanceofartificialintelligenceinalmost

every area of society, we have set the goal of developing 

certificationforartificialintelligenceininterdisciplinary

exchange. This publication forms the beginning of this and 

looksatcurrentchallengesforartificialintelligencefrom

the viewpoint of IT, philosophy, and law. Building on this 

interdisciplinaryexchange,itformulatesAI-specificauditareas

fortrustworthyuseofartificialintelligence.

 

Fair behavior from the AI application towards everyone 

involved, adaptation to the needs of users, comprehensible, 

reliable, and safe functioning, as well as the protection of 

sensitivedataarecentralcriteriathatneedtobefulfilledinthe

trustworthy use of an AI application.

The audit areas presented here provide the basis for an AI audit 

catalog that we are concurrently working on. Neutral inspec-

tors will be able to check AI applications for trustworthiness 

by using this catalog. With its many years of experience in the 

developmentofsecureITstandards,Germany’sFederalOffice

for Information Security (BSI) is an important partner in the 

draftingofthisauditcatalog.Thecertificationsystemwillallow

us to make a major contribution to setting quality standards 

forartificialintelligencethatis“MadeinEurope”,ensuring

responsible use of technology, and promoting fair competition 

among different suppliers.

This white paper should contribute to social discourse on the 

useofartificialintelligence.Afterall,itisuptoallofusto

decide what the world of tomorrow will be like. 

With this in mind, we hope you have an interesting and 

insightful reading.

Prof. Dr. Markus Gabriel 

Professor for Philosophy at 

the University of Bonn

Prof. Dr. Dr. Frauke Rostalski 

Professor for Law at the  

University of Cologne

Prof. Dr. Stefan Wrobel 

Director of Fraunhofer IAIS and 

Professor of Computer Science at 

the University of Bonn
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS

Executive summary

This publication forms a basis for the interdisciplinary 

developmentofacertificationsystemforartificialintelligence.

Inviewoftherapiddevelopmentofartificialintelligencewith

disruptive and lasting consequences for the economy, society, 

and everyday life, it highlights the resulting challenges that can 

be tackled only through interdisciplinary dialog between IT, 

law, philosophy, and ethics. As a result of this interdisciplinary 

exchange,italsodefinessixAI-specificauditareasfortrust-

worthyuseofartificialintelligence.Theycomprisefairness,

transparency, autonomy and control, data protection as well 

as security and reliability while addressing ethical and legal 

requirements. The latter are further substantiated with the aim 

of operationalizability.

Structure of white paper

Theinterdisciplinaryapproachtothetopicisreflectedinthe

chapter structure of this white paper. Chapter 1 provides an 

introduction to the topic and advocates the necessity of certi-

ficationforartificialintelligence.Insection2.1,fundamental

understanding of the functioning, possibilities, and limitations 

of the underlying technology is developed. The philosophical/

ethical view of the problem, in particular the role of the ethical 

concepts of autonomy, freedom, and self-determination 

of people, is examined in section 2.2. The basics of the 

resulting legal requirements are discussed in section 2.3 with 

particular focus on responsibility, traceability, and liability for 

AI applications. Section 2.4 presents the effects of the different 

interdisciplinary perspectives, in particular with regard to the 

designofspecificAIapplications.Inchapter3,thespecific

fundamentalauditareasarethenjustifiedandexplainedin

separate sections from autonomy and control in section 3.1, 

through fairness, transparency, reliability, and security, to data 

protection in section 3.6. Finally, chapter 4 provides an outlook 

onthenextstepsplannedinthedevelopmentofacertification

system.

Context

Thiswhitepaperisthefirstfruitofaninterdisciplinaryproject

carried out by the KI.NRW competence platform that is aimed 

atdevelopingacertificationsystemforAIapplications.This

system will check for responsible usage from an ethical/legal 

perspective in addition to safeguarding the technical reliability.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

1 INTRODUCTION

1 Notes from the AI frontier: Modeling the impact of AI on the world economy, Discussion Paper, McKinsey Global Institute, September 2018,  
www.mckinsey.com/mgi

2 Gender-neutral pronouns have been used as far as possible.

Each era brings its own challenges. We live in the age of 

digitalization. New technology is changing the way we 

live and work together on a massive scale. It is permeating 

almost every area of society – whether it be the world of 

work,roadtraffic,thehealthcaresector,orsimplytheway

we humans communicate with each other. Even if much of 

it is taking place silently or in an insidious way, the speed 

is  unprecedented when compared with previous societal 

changes and would have caused fear and terror among our 

ancestors at the time of the Industrial Revolution in the 18th 

and 19th centuries.

One central driving force behind digitalization is the rapid 

developmentofartificialintelligence(AI)thatwastriggered

bybreakthroughsinso-calleddeepartificialneuralnetworks

on supercomputers. AI applications can even beat the top 

human experts in specialist areas like image recognition and 

complexstrategygames.Artificialintelligencecreatesgreat

opportunities for new technical applications, digital business 

models, and practical ways to make everyday life easier. Their 

applications are spreading unstoppably to a wide range of 

areas. Automated translation tools, voice control systems in 

homes, and self-driving cars are just some examples you will be 

familiarwith.Artificialintelligencehasadisruptivepotential:

thescientificandeconomicapplicationpossibilitiesareso

far-reaching that it is currently hard to predict how our ways of 

perceptionandactionwillbechangedbyartificialintelligence.

Furthermore, problem contexts will arise where we cannot 

sufficientlyreactwithourtraditionallegal,political,ethical,

and social means. AI research improves the generalizability 

of applications and their transferability to new contexts. 

Artificialintelligenceisthereforegraduallysupersedingolder

 technology. Conventional value chains are being changed 

disruptively.

The increased productivity simultaneously relieves the burden 

on humans as they have to perform less monotonous or heavy 

work in certain areas.

It is generally expected that the number of AI applications will 

grow exponentially over the coming years. McKinsey predicts 

that AI could deliver additional global economic activity of 

around $13 trillion by 20301. 

Furthermore,itisexpectedthatartificialintelligencewill

contribute 1.2 percentage points to the annual growth of 

the global gross domestic product. The impact is therefore 

at least comparable with the productivity growth created by 

 previous industrial breakthroughs, such as the steam engine 

(0.3 percentage points), industrial robots (0.4 percentage 

points), and the spread of information technology (0.6 

percentage points). This impressive growth is down to   

more data being available and linkable, greater networking, 

and increasingly higher processing speeds. This all enables 

a greater degree of automation and individualization of 

products and services. In this area, individualization is more 

successful when more information is known about users2 and 

customers.

It is obvious that, within a short time, the use of AI 

 applications will have an impact on the way the whole of 

society lives and works together. This is particularly evident  

if we take surveillance systems as an example. For instance, 

facial recognition has also been tested in pilot projects in 

Germany such as at Berlin’s Südkreuz railroad station. Among 

other things, however, the results were judged to be too 

erroneous. On the one hand, this shows that the question of 

reliability among AI applications sets new challenges com-

pared with conventional software. On the other, however, it 

isnowjustaquestionoftimeandmoneybeforesufficient

reliability can be achieved – at least in the aforementioned 

case of facial recognition in surveillance systems. In principle, 

AI-based intention recognition could also be combined 

with facial recognition so that it may even be possible to 

specificallysetoffanalarmwhenpeopleactsuspiciouslyin

public places. The question immediately arises of how such 

surveillance – even if functioning optimally –   would comply 

with current laws, and whether or how the law would have 
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to be changed for this. This leads to new ethical questions, 

since, on a societal level, we need to make fundamental 

decisions on which AI applications shall be permitted. Law 

and ethics need to cooperate in these new situations.

The scenario illustrates that forecast economic growth can 

onlybeachievedinthelongrunifsufficienttrustisplaced

in AI technology. To create trust, AI applications need to 

be designed in a way that allows us to check whether they 

work safely and reliably. They also have to be in line with the 

ethical and legal framework. For this purpose, in addition 

to the technical safeguarding, we also need to clarify under 

which conditions usage is ethically acceptable, and what 

requirements result in particular from a legal aspect. The 

associated challenges involve basic issues that can only be 

resolved by an interdisciplinary team from IT, philosophy, 

andlaw.Sinceartificialintelligenceisenteringalmostall

spheres of society, the interests of numerous stakeholders are 

affected and deserve legal protection. A legal framework may 

need to be concretized or created for this purpose.

Conversely we do not, however, want regulations to be 

excessiveandhaveastiflingeffectoninnovation.Likewise,

they should not become outdated too soon and thus 

unusable due to the dynamics of technical progress. After all, 

ethicsisnotfixedforgoodwhichiswhythereisalwaysthe

possibility of ethical progress and regression due to social and 

technological change.

Development	of	certification	for	AI	applications

Since AI applications often work with particularly large 

quantitiesofdataandusehighlycomplexmodels,itisdifficult

in practice for users to check whether the assured features 

arebeingfulfilled.Thisiswhereacertificationsystemfor

AI applications, which is based on professional and neutral 

checks, can create trust and acceptance – both at companies 

and among users and social stakeholders.

Inviewofthechallengesposedbytheuseofartificial

 intelligence, the KI.NRW competence platform has set the 

goalofdevelopingacertificationsystemforAIapplications,

which can be employed by accredited inspectors. 

In addition to assuring the technical reliability, the inspectors 

also check for responsible usage from an ethical/legal 

perspective.Thecertificateshouldconfirmaqualitystandard

that enables providers to design AI applications in a way 

that is lawful and ethically acceptable. It should also allow AI 

applications from different providers to be compared and thus 

promoteopencompetitioninartificialintelligence.

KI.NRW

CERTIFIED AI

ETHICS & REGULATION

CURRENT RESEARCH

TESTS & CALIBRATION
(USE CASES)

CATALOG OF 
REQUIREMENTS
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In addition to the requirement that an AI application must 

comply with ethical and legal principles, the interdisciplinary 

teamidentifiedsixAI-specificauditareasthatweredefinedin

such a way that they could be evaluated as far as possible by 

individual specialists. The requirements of these audit areas are 

derived from existing ethical, philosophical, and legal principles 

(like for example, the general principle of equal treatment). 

They cover the areas of fairness, transparency, autonomy 

and control, data protection as well as security and reliability. 

While security covers the normal aspects of secure operation 

 reliability concerns the special challenges set by checking 

complex AI models, like deep neural networks.

The question of how AI-applications can be used responsibly 

and reliably has been debated intensively by international social 

andscientificexpertsforawhilenow.OnEuropeanlevel,the

European Commission has set up a High-Level Expert Group

3 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai

(HLEG)forartificialintelligence.InApril2019,theHLEGdrew

up recommendations on which aspects should be taken into 

considerationduringthedevelopmentanduseofartificial

intelligence3. This white paper picks up on these recommen-

dations, differentiates them, and goes a step further in some 

places. This is necessary because the recommendations from 

the HLEG are primarily of general nature. So far, they do not 

lookatlegalaspects(inparticular,thespecificsofindividual

national legal systems), nor at operationalizable ethical require-

mentswiththeclearaimofcertification.Inthisrespect,this

publication takes a horizontal as well as vertical approach in 

comparison with the suggestions from the HLEG. In addition 

to the philosophical ethics, it examines law and puts the two in 

relation to one another. In order to meet the requirements of 

operationalizability, the audit areas determined in this way are 

alsodescribedmorespecificallyandingreaterdepththanthe

HLEG categories.
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2  TECHNOLOGICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND  
LEGAL PERSPECTIVES

4 Joseph Weizenbaum. Die Macht der Computer und die Ohnmacht der Vernunft. (German version of Computer Power and Human Reason) 
SuhrkampVerlag,1.Aufl.(1977).

 Armin B. Cremers et al. (published on behalf of Association of German Engineers (VDI)). Künstliche Intelligenz. Leitvorstellungen und Verantwortba-
rkeit.VDI-Report17,189S.2.Aufl.(1993),VDI-Report21,121S.(1994).

5 Thefollowingdiscussionplacesthefocusonmachinelearningasakeytechnologyforrealizingartificialintelligence.

2.1 Initial situation and questions from IT

In1956,artificialintelligencewascreatedasabranchof

information technology with the aim of automating intelligent 

behavior. Inspired by cybernetics, cognitive science and neuro-

science, a wide range of technologies were developed. They 

include intelligent agents that interact with the environment 

or each other via sensors and actuators, the combination of 

logic systems with heuristics, methods for symbolic knowledge 

representation and evaluation as well as machine learning 

(ML) with statistical processes and optimization, which 

have recorded massive growth particularly following recent 

developments. Soon after the discipline was created, people 

critically debated its responsible usage4.

Many AI technologies are based on the use of models that 

containknowledgeaboutandexperienceofspecifictasks.In

machine learning, learning algorithms create the model from 

many examples, known as training data. There are calculation 

or “inference” processes for each kind of model that generate 

an output for an input. This allows the model to be then 

applied to new, potentially unknown data of the same type. 

Machine learning lends itself whenever processes become 

toocomplicatedtobedescribedanalytically,butsufficient

example data (for example, sensor data, images or text) are 

available. Using the learned models, we can make forecasts 

or generate recommendations and decisions – without any 

previously set rules or calculation methods.

Deep neural networks represent an important and large class 

of ML models. They consist of a large number of so-called 

artificialneuronscreatedwithsoftware,whicharelinkedto

each other by means of weighted connections. This kind of 

network contains up to millions of open parameters that are 

optimized for the training data.

Structure of an AI application

The function of an AI application5 is essentially determined by 

the trained-in ML models with calculation methods and possibly 

further pre- and post-processing procedures. This core in any 

AI application is called “AI component” henceforth. The AI 

component is always embedded in further software modules 

for the AI application. The modules activate the AI component 

and process their results further. They are ultimately responsible 

for the “behavior” of the AI application that is visible on the 

outside and for the interaction with the user. In particular, it is 

their responsibility to detect and work around AI component 

failure as well as react to faults and emergencies. An AI applica-

tion can be stand-alone or form part of a system. For example, 

pedestrian recognition can be integrated as an AI application 

into an autonomous car, into a drone, or into a property 

surveillance system. In the discussion on and assessment of an 

AIapplication,onefirstimportantstepconsistsofdefiningthe

limits of the AI application in the whole system and delimiting 

the AI components in the AI application.
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Challenges in the use of ML models

Dependency on training data 

AspecificrequesttoanAIcomponentreturnstheinputfor

the ML model from whose calculation result the AI component 

generates an answer or reaction. Since AI applications “learn” 

their “behavior” from generalization of example data, the 

quality of the AI application greatly depends on the quality and 

the properties of the data stock used. If the training data are 

not statistically representative for the data that occur during 

operation, the results may end up being “biased” in one direc-

tion. For this reason, we need regular checks during operation 

toseehowwellthedatadistributionsfitwitheachotherand

whether they diverge.

Probabilistic character 

Due to the statistical nature of the model and qualitative 

uncertainties of input and learning data, the results are 

approximate and tied to more or less uncertainty. Often there 

iseffectivelynotevenadefiniterightorwronganswer.TheAI

component could output the best alternatives together with an 

uncertainty indication. When interpreting such results, a person 

needs to make a decision within their scope of discretion. In a 

fully automated application, corresponding provisions need to 

be made in the whole surrounding system to which humans 

essentially belong.

Comprehensibility and transparency of ML model and  

its results 

Many ML models are so-called “black boxes”. Black boxes are 

systems in which only the external behavior can be observed. 

The internal function mechanisms are not accessible, however, 

due to complexity or a lack of knowledge. It is therefore often 

impossible to understand how answers have come about. 

For some applications, it may therefore be advisable to avoid 

certain types of ML models. We can, however, also supplement 

the ML model with another model, known as an “explanation 

model”, that calculates which parts of the input were decisive 

for a certain result. For example, it has been discovered that an 

AI application in an image database recognized horses from a 

water mark, i.e. an artifact in the images, instead of from the 

shape of the animals.

Testing of ML models 

Classic software test methods fail because the models can no 

longerbebrokendownintoseparatelyverifiableunits.Itis

generallynotevenpossibletofindaformulatocharacterize

reliable inputs. This was impressively demonstrated when an 

automatictrafficsignrecognitionsystemwastotallyconfused

byinconspicuousstickersaffixedtothesigns.Quantitative

testing of the model using separate test data, which should 

have the same statistical distribution as training data, comes in 

here instead of modular testing.

Self-learning during operation 

In principle, ML models can automatically carry on learning 

during ongoing operation, for example, by making use of user 

feedback. The ML model is then subject to constant change. 

One known example is the Tay chatbot from Microsoft that 

learned numerous racist phrases from its users within one day 

andwaseventuallyshutdown.Sinceitisextremelydifficultto

set  boundaries within which an AI component can continue to 

learn, the controlled use of such AI applications still represents 

an unsolved challenge at present. The currently best safeguard 

in this case is continuous monitoring of the AI application  

by humans.

2.2 Initial situation and questions from philosophy

Philosophy, in particular its sub-discipline of ethics, has 

nowbeenassignedthetaskofprovidingethicsforartificial

intelligence in order to counteract the disruptive potential of 

thistechnology.“Ethicsofartificialintelligence”referstoa

general requirement for how the application contexts (the 

fieldofapplicationincludingthehuman/machineinteraction),

the technologies used, and the interfaces of the application 

contexts to the rest of the social and digital sphere have to be 

designed. The aim is for all participants to act well or be able 

to behave well according to their respective moral convictions 

and for nobody to be restricted in terms of rights, autonomy, 

orfreedom.ThecertificationofAIapplicationsintheirspecific

applicationcontextsisanimportantfirststeptowardsgeneral

ethics for AI.
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Twomisunderstandingsneedtobeavoidedhere:firstly,

ethicsofartificialintelligencerefers,inthiscase,tospecificAI

applications for set tasks. This rules out questions like: which 

moral obligations and what responsibility do we have towards 

intelligent machines? Against this background, should we try 

atalltobuildartificialintelligencewithgeneralintelligence?

When can an AI application count as a moral agent and 

does it possess freedom and rights? These questions do not 

concernthecertificationofspecificAIapplicationswhichare

actually involved at present.

Secondly,ethicsforartificialintelligencecannotbeimplement-

ed as a code in which every question that arises produces a 

binaryyes/noanswerfromaspecificproblemcontext.The

question of “which moral system can be programmed or 

modeled so that AI applications can be equipped in future?” is 

misguided. The reason is neither ethics can be conclusively pro-

grammed since they are in principle subject to change, nor can 

a consensus be reached on the correct moral system without 

runningintodifficulties.Afterall,ethicscomefromhistorically

variable experiences gained by people. Societal transformations 

like digitalization give rise to previously unknown ethical prob-

lems.Thismeanswefirstofallhavetoworkoutnewguidelines

byresearchingthespecifichuman/machineinteraction. 

These new guidelines have to be reconcilable with the universal 

value system of the human life form (human rights as a frame-

work for law and ethics).

The main contribution of philosophy and ethics to the 

developmentofstandardsforartificialintelligenceisthus

newlydefinedguidelinesfortheuseofourcurrently

existing AI technology. These guidelines need to be in line 

with  fundamental ethical key principles like human dignity, 

autonomy, and individual as well as democratic freedom. 

They set out the framework within which AI applications 

should move in their application context so that they do not 

contradict ethical basic principles like fairness or transparency. 

To this end, we have to look at both the AI application itself 

and its interface to the social sphere. This will only succeed if 

we place human AI users at the center.

 2.3 Initial situation and questions from law

Intermsoflaw,numerouschallengesarisefromtheartificial

intelligence technology that we have to face as a society. This 

includes the question of to what extent machine learning 

casts new light on the individual liability or the responsibility 

of persons, and thus the reason and criteria for “imputation”. 

Systems that are controlled by machine learned models can 

have errors that could have a negative effect on individuals in 

particular in the form of prejudices. In addition, there is the 

difficultythattransparencyisonlypossibletoalimitedextent

with regard to learning systems. Whether, and if applicable 

in what scope, corresponding technologies are to be used in 

sensitiveareasofsocietythereforerequiresclarification.

The healthcare sector is one example here. In this area, 

artificialintelligenceprovidessupportfordoctors’work,

for example, in cancer diagnosis or in the form of so-called 

“health apps”. In healthcare, more and more robots will be 

used in future not least to replace human staff. As a result, 

artificialintelligencetechnologymaychangethehealthcare

market considerably in the next decade. The legal profession 

isalsoaffectedasisshownbyadvancesinthefieldof“Legal

Tech”. Therefore, not least German courtrooms are being 

considered as another usage area for AI applications: an AI 

application could be used in court to make forecasts about 

the future risk posed by criminals. This system is already used 

in parts of the USA to help make court probation decisions. 

Furthermore,theuseofdigitaltechnologyinthefightagainst

crime seems to be less futuristic as it has already become reali-

ty for the German police. The term “predictive policing” refers 

to the usage of data to predict criminal activity. This system 

is used for police operations planning. “Predictive  policing” 

is one application area that is earmarked for expansion in 

the“ArtificialIntelligenceStrategyoftheGermanFederal

Government”.

The question of how we want to live in our society is at 

the core of all of these developments. Is there a “human 

image of digitalization” – and can this be reconciled with 
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a free state under the rule of law? People endowed with 

human dignity are the focus here, for which Art. 1 Para. 

1 of Germany’s Grundgesetz, the Basic Law, provides the 

normative basis. According to the Grundgesetz, people may 

not be degraded to mere objects of state actions (see for 

example German Federal Constitutional Court decision   9, 

89; 27, 1; 28, 386; 117, 71, 89; 131, 268, 286 subsequent 

to G. Dürig, Public Law Archive (AöR) 117 (1956), 127). The 

protection of this right requires particularly critical examination 

intimesofdisruptionbyartificialintelligence,whichpremises

intensive cooperation between law and philosophy. One 

thingisdefinitehere:technologicalrevolutionsshouldnotbe

understood as “no-brainers”. Moreover their course of events 

lies in the hands of people since they are the essential players. 

Fromalegalviewpoint,theKI.NRWcertificationproject

thereforepaysattentiontotheconfigurationpossibilitiesthat

areavailablewhenitcomestouseofartificialintelligence.In

this way, we aim to make a relevant contribution to the image 

that society will create of itself in times of major technological 

advancesinthefieldofartificialintelligence.

 2.4 Interdisciplinary observations

To adequately account for disruptive technology, which, like 

artificialintelligence,worksitselfintotherootsofasociety

and can cause changes on a previously unknown scale and 

at unforeseen speed, we need to use a holistic approach. In 

a free state under the rule of law, people are at the center of 

philosophy, law, and technology. The cooperation of sciences 

is therefore not only abstractly desirable, but is also an import-

ant requirement of our times.

Design of the ethical/legal framework of artificial  

intelligence 

Our society and thus each individual has the possibility to 

(help) decide how the world, in which we want to live with 

artificialintelligenceinthefuture,shouldlook.Philosophy,

law, and technology play a central role in the discourse that 

has to be conducted for this purpose. Technological develop-

ment generates the problem areas of this social discourse. At 

the same time, it shows what is actually possible and what 

belongstotherealmofsciencefiction.Philosophyreassigns

centraltermsofethics,suchasthemoralfigure,inthecontext

ofartificialintelligenceandprovidesreasoningfortheuniver-

sal validity of certain ethical principles and legal norms like, for 

example, human rights. The framework for a useful and pur-

poseful societal discourse is set only through this process. Law 

uses ethical arguments in implementing the outcome of the 

discoursetofindthelegallycorrectsolution.Thisisaboveall

relevant in areas where law still has not arrived on the scene. 

Inviewofthelargenumberofchangesthatartificialintel-

ligence applications cause in each area of society, the question 

arises from the lawyers’ viewpoint of whether there is a need 

for regulation. Furthermore, basic legal terms are put to the 

test when confronted with new technical developments. This 

concerns, for example, the term for responsibility or “guilt”. 

Basic terms from philosophical ethics like justness, equality, 

autonomy, fairness, and transparency etc. are also affected by 

this. These need to be conceived precisely for the context of AI 

applicationsasthesetermsgainaspecificmeaningthatthey

only get through the new technology. These meanings can 

onlybeclarifiedintrilateralcollaboration.Thequestionarises

inthecontextofartificialintelligenceastowhetherwecan

keep the previous terms or whether they need modifying. In 

this case, any legal evaluation requires clear understanding of 

the technical contexts. Above all, this concerns the actual pos-

sibilities of AI applications and thus the question of effective 

implementability of legal requirements. If these do not exist, 

a situation occurs where something is demanded from the 

legal side that cannot be achieved technically (for example, 

unlimited transparency). If, however, a corresponding technical 

feasibility does not exist, the further legal question arises of 

whether both permissibility of the respective AI application 

canbejustified.

Development of specific AI applications 

In the design of AI applications within an existing ethical 

and legal framework, it is essential to incorporate the 

viewpoints of all three disciplines. As early as the design 

phaseoftheAIapplication,itmustbeclarifiedwhetherthe
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application is ethically and legally permissible and, if so, what 

boundariesshouldbesetforitsconfiguration.Onenecessary

criterion in this case is to give all those involved the same 

possibilities to make a moral decision, which they would 

also have if AI was not used, and to observe their rights and 

freedom. Many  other subsequent questions that result from 

this – for  example, what fairness means in the context of the 

 application or what effects on the user, such as emotional 

ties to the AI, are acceptable – cannot be answered from a 

technological perspective alone, but instead require a holistic 

approach again.

If the general permissibility of the AI application has been 

ensured, interdisciplinary questions also result for the 

further development up to release, e.g. as Open Source. 

Thesequestionsconcernhandlinginevitableconflictsand

trade-offs between the different audit areas. A different 

balance  between the individual values is required in respective 

differentcontexts.Conflictinginterestscanbebroughtinto

a balanced relationship with each other through the ethical/

legal principle of proportionality. In this way, all perspectives 

of the players involved are incorporated into the necessary 

weighing of interests. Although weighing decisions cannot be 

made on the meta level in individual cases, the proportionality 

principle provides an instrument to establish the reliability of 

specificAIapplications.
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3 AUDIT AREAS FOR A CERTIFICATION SYSTEM 

Due to their disruptive potential, it is particularly important 

for AI applications to guarantee concurrence with the philoso-

phical,ethical,andlegalframework.Theircertificationserves

above all the protection of the fundamental legal and ethical 

interests of people. We should be able to avoid impermissible 

adverse effects on individuals or groups in this way. In this 

respect,AIcertificationfollowsthegeneralpurposeof

avertinginjusticeorethicallyunjustifiedconditionsinsociety. 

In addition to the rights to freedom of individuals and the 

principle of equal treatment, this concerns in particular also 

general social interests like, for instance, the protection and 

preservation of the environment as well as the constitutional 

democracy.

A large number of substantiations can be derived from these 

basic values and principles of a liberally organized community 

taking the constitutional principle of proportionality into 

consideration.Inthisway,auditareasthataresignificantfor

certificationaredrawnuponthebasisofethicsandlawas

well as IT requirements.

For the development of an AI application, this entails that 

the application area, purpose, and scope as well as affected 

personsneedtobeidentifiedatanearlystage.Allplayers

who are directly or indirectly affected should be involved 

 appropriately in this process. A risk analysis should be 

performed that covers the possibilities of misuse and dual use 

whose consequences need to be included appropriately in 

the further development. Finally, the application should "by 

design" be built in a way that it can be audited and tested to 

thedefinedextent.

3.1 Autonomy and control

Autonomy is recognized both as an ethical and legal value. In 

terms of philosophy, autonomy forms the basis of all values 

since, as a human community, we have to give ourselves 

values. It is generally the capability for morally relevant 

self-determination.Thisjustifiesthefreedomofindividualsto

make autonomous decisions. This also covers all decisions that 

relate to your own legal position and moreover the freedom 

to determine the goals of your own actions as well as to 

choose the means to reach these goals.

Are the AI functions and the decisions made by the AI comprehensible? 

Does the AI work reliably and is it robust?

Is the AI protected against attacks, accidents, and errors?

Does the AI protect privacy and other sensitive information?

Is autonomous, effective usage of the AI possible?AUTONOMY AND CONTROL

Does the AI treat all persons concerned fairly?FAIRNESS

Does the AI application respect social values and laws?ETHICS AND LAW

TRANSPARENCY

RELIABILITY

SECURITY

DATA PROTECTION
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AI applications are taking over more and more routine 

activities and are increasingly autonomous. We need to 

note that mobile systems (for example, robots and vehicles), 

which are controlled by the assigned AI applications, are also 

often described as “autonomous”. However, these systems 

are only capable of choosing the means and not the actual 

goal. In this context, we misleadingly say that the system 

possesses “autonomy to act” where in fact this results from 

thehumangoals.Forthisreason,anareaofconflictwith

autonomy (of people) also results as such AI applications can 

influencepeopleinthechoiceoftheirgoalsandmeans.The

latter is particularly the case if the AI application interacts 

with human decision-making by, for example, generating 

decision suggestions, creating control commands (and 

possibly executing them), communicating with the people 

directly (virtual assistants, chatbots,...), or being integrated 

into work processes.

Artificialintelligencemaynotdisproportionallyrestrictthe

autonomy of individuals and social groups. Against this 

background, it is important in the development and opera-

tion of an AI application to state to what extent individual or 

collective users can develop excessive trust in the AI applica-

tion, build up emotional ties, or be impermissibly impaired 

or directed in their decision making. The distribution of 

tasks and interaction possibilities between the AI application 

and user therefore need to be clearly and transparently 

regulated. Users need to be familiarized with the possible 

risks related to potential impairment of their autonomy, 

and with their rights, obligations, and options to intervene 

as well as make complaints. The user must be given the 

possibility to control the system within an adequate scope. 

Also, they must have the option of revoking their consent to 

using an AI application. This should not simply be a yes/no 

option for the user, but instead multiple usage possibilities 

should be provided. In particular, it must also be possible 

to switch off the application completely. Users need to be 

supported adequately in the safeguarding of their autonomy 

by receiving the necessary information about the behavior 

of the AI application during operation without being 

overwhelmed. The latter in particular also needs to cater for 

people with special needs. In addition, appropriately secure 

intervention possibilities need to be provided in case a risk to 

the autonomy of the user is detected.

 3.2 Fairness

Emanating from the general principle of equal treatment, 

safeguarding the principle of fairness is to be required 

from an AI application both in an ethical and in a legal 

respect. This refers to the ban on treating the same social 

issues unequally or differing ones equally unless a different 

procedurewouldbeobjectivelyjustified.Theprinciple

thusstretchestothebanonunjustifieddiscriminatory

treatment in an AI application and rules out impermissible 

discrimination. This means in particular that individuals may 

not be discriminated against again in the social result due to 

theiraffiliationtoamarginalizedordiscriminatedgroup.For

example,peoplewithcertainsurnames,aspecificreligious

affiliation,oraspecificgendermaynotbegivenabetteror

worse evaluation. Also, voice control systems must be able 

toreacttopeoplewithspecificaccentsorsociolectsandbe

customizable. Furthermore, facial recognition software may 

generally not make more frequent errors with people of a 

certain skin color or other phenotypical features.

AI applications learn from historical data. These data are 

not necessarily free of prejudice. If, for example, the data 

discriminate against women, the AI component can thus 

adopt these prejudices, too. Also, certain groups may be 

underrepresented in the data basis. We then talk of bias. 

Bias can also lead to decisions that are unfair. One known 

frighteningexampleistheincorrectclassificationofpeople

with dark skin as gorillas by Google Photos. Representative 

training data must therefore be provided. Furthermore, an 

improvement in the output of the ML model comes into 

consideration as a suitable instrument for avoiding bias.

Tooperationalizefairness,aquantifiablefairnesstermneeds

to be respectively developed from a technical viewpoint. The 

groups that should not be discriminated against therefore 

needtobeidentifiedinafirststep.Thesegroupscanbe

social minorities, but also companies or general legal persons 

as is the case, for example, with pricing on digital market-

places.Inasecondstep,thechosenfairnessdefinitionneeds

tobequantified.Thedifferentiationofgroupfairnessand

individual fairness should be highlighted in particular in this 

process. Regarding group fairness, it should be required 

that the results for all existing groups are comparable, for 

example, in the sense of “hit probability” in all groups. In the 
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case of individual fairness, the same treatment of the same 

individuals is set  

as a standard. 

3.3 Transparency

The transparency of an AI application can be decisive for its 

acceptance. Two aspects should be differentiated in this area. 

Firstly, information on the correct usage of the AI application 

needs to be available. Secondly, it is about requirements for 

the interpretability, traceability, and reproducibility of results 

that require insight into the internal processes of the AI 

application.

Information on usage of an AI application 

First of all, it has to be generally clear in a communication 

situation that the communication is occurring with an AI 

application. Furthermore, the players need to be adequately 

familiarized with the use of the application. This includes 

understanding what purpose the application has, what it 

does, what the potential risks are (also in terms of other 

audit areas, for example, reliability, security, and fairness), 

and who the target group of the application is.

Traceability and interpretability of ML model 

Fromanethical/legalviewpoint,aconflictofinterestscan

occur between the desire for transparency for the user (or 

for interested groups) on the one side and the safeguarding 

of trade secrets or the general social safety on the other. 

Thisresultsspecificallyinthefollowingrequirementsforthe

transparency of an AI application:

   AI applications that affect the rights and interests of 

third parties generally must be transparent. Transparency 

means the traceability of how the AI application works.

   AI applications do not need to be made transparent 

to the outside. This does not apply if there are 

 predominantly social interests for the understandability  

of the AI application.

   AI applications that affect the rights and interests of third 

parties may be non-transparent in exceptional cases if 

thisisproportionatewhentheconflictinginterestsare

weighed up.

This second type of transparency concerns the internal 

 processes of the AI application and in particular of the 

ML model. This involves the questions of interpretability, 

 traceability, and reproducibility of results for different 

players and purposes. In particular, the following should be 

 demanded among other things:

   Users must be able to comprehend the output of the 

AI application to the extent that they provide informed 

consent or refusal. This can frequently occur by showing 

the passages relevant to the decision during input.

   The information provided needs to be selected in a way 

that users are not overwhelmed with irrelevant details to 

allow informed intervention when using an   

AI application.

   Experts generally need to be able to trace the functioning 

of the AI application on technical detail level, for 

example, for the purpose of improvement or clarifying 

conflicts.Theexpertsdonothavetobeabletopredict

each output of an AI application. However, its general 

behavior in principle needs to be explainable, traceable, 

and documented during development and also later 

in productive operation. Logging, documentation, or 

archiving of the design, data, training, testing/validating 

the model as well as the embedded environment are used 

for this purpose.

From a technical viewpoint, the question of general 

transparencyisnottrivialandthefieldoftensionbetween

greater accuracy or robustness and the explicability of models 

is a long-known dilemma in the world of AI. In many cases, 

“black box” models are actually more accurate and more 

 robust than, for example, rule-based models, but they can 

only be interpreted to a limited extent. This explicability can 

partly also be achieved through subsequent processes, for 

example, by training explanation models or analyzing the 

input/output behavior of models (known as LIME analysis 

– Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations). The 

interpretabilityofmodelsiscurrentlyanactiveresearchfield

and great efforts are being made to understand the learning 

processes of “black box” models better as well as to visualize 

their internal processes and explain the resulting decisions.
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3.4 Reliability

From a technical viewpoint, reliability represents a collective 

term that partly compromises clearly different aspects of 

the quality of an AI component: the correctness of the AI 

outputs, the estimate of the ML model uncertainties, and the 

robustness to harmful inputs (e.g. adversarial attacks), errors, 

or unexpected situations. New kinds of error modes, which 

are not typical for humans and thus unexpected, can lead 

to situations that are potentially critical because they have 

not been practiced – in particular in direct human/machine 

interaction.

In-depth knowledge of the application is required to evaluate 

thesereliabilitydimensionsforaspecificAIapplicationand

todefineunderwhatrequirementstheapplicationcanbe

classifiedasreliableaccordingtothesedimensions.Forthis

classification,therequirementsthathavealreadybeencollect-

ed, the initial risk assessment as well as the ethical and legal 

framework should be fully taken into consideration. The con-

version of the requirements into quantitative measurements 

and target values requires knowledge of the domain as well 

as mathematical/technical expertise and is never complete by 

nature. The same applies to the description of the application 

areaoftheAIapplication.Itshouldbespecifiedaspreciselyas

possible and be formalized in order to ensure that the training 

andtestdatausedsufficientlycovertheinputstobeexpected

during use of the AI application. In any case, the reliability of 

theAIapplicationshouldbeconfiguredforthecapabilitiesof

the people using it.

Correct implementation of the training routines and of the 

finishedtrainedmodelisanessentialfactorinmeetingthese

requirements. The tests to be performed for this should be 

establishedintheareaofmachinelearningandbeconfigured

for the respective application. If ML model weaknesses are 

uncovered, we need to react to this with suitable correction 

mechanisms right up to use of a back-up plan. The reliability 

of the AI application should be guaranteed at all times in 

productive operation in this case. 

This implies that the correct function needs to be checked 

at appropriate regular intervals. In order to also increase the 

reliability gradually, suitable measures should be established, 

for example, by saving challenging scenarios in productive use.

3.5 Security

Security in the sense of protection against attacks and safety 

in the sense of protection against dangers arising from the AI 

application are at least just as highly important as with other 

information and technical systems. The security and safety 

concepts can be used on the whole AI application in which 

the AI component is embedded and on the AI component 

itself.AI-specificrisksshouldbeinterceptedorhandledina

suitable way. These risks can come in the form of function 

failure or major function changes in the AI component as well 

as unauthorized information leaks. The causes of the function 

failure, for example, adversarial attacks, and major function 

changes are already reacted to inside the AI component, 

which comes under the reliability audit area. If this is not 

possible to the full extent, the measures of the surrounding 

AI application are effective and the responsibility lies with the 

security audit area.

TheHLEGhasdefinedabstractsecuritygoalsforAIappli-

cations. These abstract goals (and those going further) are, 

however, far off being put into operation for instance through 

an audit catalog or a standard. Conversely, a whole series 

ofoperativelyverifiablespecificationsandstandardsdoexist

particularly in the area of security. However, they do not refer 

specificallytothespecialfeaturesofAIapplications.Theaim

of the security audit area is to gather the requirements from 

existing standards that are indispensable for protection against 

attacks and the dangers of AI applications and supplement 

themwithfurtherspecificAIrequirements.

3.6 Data protection

AI applications are suitable for intervening in a large number 

oflegalpositions.Quitefrequently,thisinvolvesinterference

in the private sphere or the right to informational self-deter-

mination. For example, AI applications often process sensitive 

information, for example, trade secrets, private information, 

or personal data, such as voice recordings, photos and 

videos. Therefore, we need to ensure that the relevant data 

 protection-law regulations, for instance, the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Germany’s Federal Data 

Protection Act are observed. AI applications may not just 

pose a risk to the private sphere of individuals. Furthermore, 

they could affect (trade) secrets that do not contain personal 

dataasdefinedbytheGDPR,butrequireprotectinginterms

of ethics and law. This can involve, for example, machine 

data that contains information on the process utilization 
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or error rates regardless of which person was active as the 

machineoperator.TheAIcertificationshouldensurethat

data  protection risks and measures in the AI application are 

analyzedanddocumentedsufficientlybytheAIsystemso

thatthedataprotectionofficer,whogenerallyhastobe

 nominated, receives useful support. This will enable them 

toconducttheinvestigationandmakethefinaldecisionor

approve the data protection while taking the special data 

protectionchallengesrelatedtoartificialintelligenceinto

consideration.

The challenges for data protection are potentially greater than 

in traditional IT systems since AI applications often gather 

together data that were previously not linked. Also, new 

methods of linking data are not formed until machine learning 

is employed. The more data are linked, the greater the risk 

thatpeopleor,forexample,specificbusinesspremisescanbe

identifiedevenwithoutdirectspecificationofcorresponding

attributes. For example, it is possible, with approximately 95 

percent reliability, to re-identify persons from the way they use 

a computer keyboard. If there were a public (or commercially 

available) database that assigned keyboard typing patterns to 

persons, the typing  sample would become a so-called “qua-

si-identifier”thatenablesalinktoapersontobeestablished.

Also, AI methods can potentially create references to persons 

during the processing of text, speech, and image data as well 

as logged usage data. In addition, there is a risk that a trained 

model re-allows references to a person without actually 

containing personal data.

This results in the gathered information having to be 

 effectively protected both during training and also during 

operation. AI applications may access personal data only with 

the consent of the owner. Further processing and disclosure 

to third parties may – subject to further restrictions – occur 

exclusively with consent from the owner of the legally pro-

tected right. It must be ensured that there are no gaps in the 

protection that enable unauthorized access. Individuals must 

be granted the option of deleting their data. The necessary 

measures thus include notifying the person concerned about 

the purpose and use of personal data or data derived from 

them and providing adequate consent, inquiry, objection, 

and revocation mechanisms related to the use of personal 

data. Compliance with the principles of data economy and 

useforaspecificpurposeshouldbeindicatedaswell.Arisk

analysis should also be performed to examine the potential to 

produce a reference to a person. This analysis should check 

any measures taken to make data anonymous or to aggregate 

dataagainstthepotentialforre-identificationvialinksto

background knowledge.
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4 OUTLOOK

Thiswhitepaperisthefirstfruitofaninterdisciplinaryproject

carried out by the KI.NRW competence platform that is aimed 

atdevelopingacertificationsystemforAIapplications.This

system will check for responsible usage from an ethical/legal 

perspective in addition to safeguarding the technical reliability. 

An AI audit catalog, which is currently being developed and 

will allow accredited inspectors to assess AI applications in 

a professional and neutral manner, will form the basis for 

certification.

The plan is to publish an initial version of the audit catalog at 

thebeginningof2020andthenbeginwiththecertificationof

AIapplications.Duetothecomplexnatureofthetopic,thefirst

version will set suitable restrictions related to the applicability in 

several places, for example, in the area of further learning during 

operation or for the control of critical security applications.  A 

series of different AI applications is used during the development 

of the audit catalog to check the integrity and universality of 

the audit objectives and requirements. We will also evaluate and 

demonstrate the use of the catalog as part of this.

One special task in this area will be checking the audit objec-

tives against existing standards and the differentiation from 

existing audit catalogs and laws, for example, for IT security 

and the General Data Protection Regulation. For this reason, 

the project team is collaborating with Germany’s Federal 

OfficeforInformationSecurity(BSI)toincorporatetheirmany

years of experience in the area of IT security for the drafting 

and recognition of IT testing standards.

Themethodsandpossibleapplicationsofartificialintelligence

are being continuously developed on a massive scale. We can 

assume that society’s concept of ethics and the regulation 

ofartificialintelligencewillbeshapedwiththem.Therefore,

the audit catalog must be a living document that undergoes 

continuous updating from the areas of information technolo-

gy, law, and philosophy. At the same time, the scope of the 

catalog will be expanded step by step, and special catalogs 

will be produced for certain application areas and risk classes.
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